Thousands of new units are still needed and will eventually be built, but New York never quite catches up with itself, is never in equilibrium.' It will never be in equilibrium however many units we add, because this is a question of topological creation, not algebraic construction, of mapping, not grouping, and of chance, not purpose. Therefore, we must forget Algebra and think Topology.
The objective here is to solve the infamous inequality using topological theories:
Housing demand > housing supply in New York City.- We will target at a specific group to whom the conventional housing solution-domestic fiuictions contained in a single volume-does not cater to their living needs; then create a new habitat with minimal building by mapping domestic functions to existing public programs. In mathematics terminology the problem we aim to solve can be stated as: Let G = {(.\, y, z)| x G (5th avenue, 6th avenue), y e (8th street, 14th street), z e R} be a subset of Greenwich Village in New York Cit\': and let Xi denotes the housing unit for cit>'-nomad number i. for i = 1, 2,..., n. Show that there exist a topological space (an urban home) X in G and a covering map f: UXi -^X such that UXi is an n-fold covering of X.
The related concepts, definitions, and terminology concerning the proof, along with some useful examples will be introduced as we proceed to solve the problem. To begin, we need to define "topology." Topology, in mathematics, is a branch concerned with the study of topological spaces. It deals with geometric problems that depend not on the exact shapes or measurements, but rather on the "relations" of the geometric objects in consideration. Definition 1.1: A topology on a set X is a collection T of subsets of X having the following properties:
(l)OandXareinT
(2) The union of the elements of any sub-collection of T is in T (3) The intersection of the elements of any finite sub-collection of T is inT A set X for w'hich a topology T has been specified is called a topological space: a subset U of X that belongs to the collection of T is called an open set of X. ' Example 1.2: Let X be a five-element set, X = {a, b, c, d, e}. But not every collection of subsets of X is a topology on X. For example, none of the collection indicated in Figure 2 The collection of all subsets of X is a topology on X. It is called the discrete topology and can be generated by the collection of a, b, c, d, and e. Before we start to construct the topological space X for an urban home, we should identify our targeted groupthe citv-nomads, and to do so we will need Urban Trilogy. Theorem 1.4: (Urban Trilogy: in-between living, in-between program, in-between space):Î n-beUveen li\-ing: There exists a new, yet unclassified group in New York City. Members of this group are often mistaken for wanderers. They move about from place to place and are everyvi'here in the city. Some, you can find, at the Laundromat. They sit shoulder to shoulder in a row, staring at the spinning machines with lost looks on their faces and detergent bottles on their laps. Some at the sports club; where they train, spa, shop, eat, and shower. Still some at the deli or at the local bar. In hunger they come out to search for grazing lands. All share one common nemesis: eveiyone is frustrated with his or her expensive, dysfunctional apartment, to which one only returns reluctantly at a day's end to go to sleep.
In a dense environment like New York City, an affordable apartment is, almost without exception, an undesirable one. Domestic functions are not suitably contained in its single volume, and thus its inhabitants are forced to become city-nomads. They wander endlessly from one stop to the ne.xt, obscuring the meaning and function of a home.
Let Xi be a typical housing unit for city-nomad number i, such that Xi = {ai, bi, ci, di, ei}, where ai = living room, bi = kitchen/dining room, ci = bathroom, di = laundry room, and ei = bedroom. Xi = {ai, bi, ci, di, ei}, X2 = {a2, b2, C2, d2, e2}, Xn = {an. bn, en, dn, en}.
Assume discrete topology on all Xi, for i = i,...,n.
In-between program: However undesirable and untenable the state of an apartment, by no means is its rent reasonable.
Money alone isn't enough; it could get you a lease. But to actually live in one you would also need extraordinary imagination. That you could see a dinning nook (a hole in the wall), an open kitchen (an aged stove), a modern bath (a faucet and a toilet), and a luxurious living area (a small single room) in a studio apartment. Besides, you would be willing to compress all life into this small box. Nonetheless, human body and mind aren't engineered that way-most of us rather live in reality. In the end we join the group running around outside with laundry baskets; lingering at the coffeehouse to read newspapers, serve Internet, sort mails, balance checks... City-nomads are all over the city but home.
In-between living undermines the binary of the private and the public and brings about a new-urban phenomenon-private ac-ti\ities rendered in public spaces. Certain public programs are endowed with a twofold meaning: while a coffeehouse remains a coffeehouse for some, it is a living room for others. Likewise, a health club is an urban-bathroom; a laundromat, an urbanlaundry' room; restaurants, urban-dining rooms. One would not have to stay and pay outrageous rent for an undesirable apartment if it were not for the one missing piece: the urbanbedroom.
Let X denote an urban-home for in-between living. We assert that there exist a = coffeehouse = urban living room, b = restaurant = urban dining room, c = health club = urban bathroom, d = laundromat = urban laundry room, e = urban bedroom, such that X = {a, b, c, d, e} is contained in G. Assume discrete topology on X.
In-between space: Despite of the absurd small living, when zoomed out, the city with its planned toponymy -a dominant grid formed by blocks and streetsappears orderly and rational. However, the order and rationality gradually disappear when being scrutinized closer and closer. Zoomed in halfwav, the blocks are no longer a well-defined space but an illogical concentration of built structures, nearly to its saturation point. Though full, it seems, there is in some an overlooked space; an unearthed secret awaits to be disclosed.
Along the tree-lined streets in Greenwich Village is a delightful mixture of architectural styles, ranging from Federal, Gothic Revival, Queen Anne, to French Second Empire and more.
These buildings share many of the same architectural languagesymmetrical window placement, bond brickwork or brownstone, low building heights-and they live in harmony. Circle around a block, you could encounter a cross-section of different styles without noticing where the changes occur. All you would see are the aligned beautiful facades that define the edges of the block.
While the beautiful front facades are being marveled at, the back facades, if any, forgotten. Beyond the front surface is a mystery belonged to the few living in the buildings. Is the block full, completely occupied by buildings, or is there a central courtyard? Do the back facades align like the front, or do they jog abruptly? In fact it is in these questions that lies the unearthed secret; the in-between zone (the urban room,) enclosed and defined by buildings (the inhabitable poche) along the grid streets. (Figure 3) To construct an urban home X and to ensure that every elements of X falls in G, we need a programmatic analysis on G = {(x, y, z) | x e (5th avenue, 6th avenue), y G (8th street, 14th street), z G R}. By definition, G is the area horizontally defined by By definition. G is the area horizontally defined by streets (from 8th to 14th street, East/West) and vertically by avenues (5th and 6th Avenue, North/South). Each city block is composed of buildings (the solid, the inhabitable poche) along the grid of streets and of empty space (the void, the urban room) enclosed by buildings. In Figure 4 the in-between programs (coffeehouse, health club, laundromat, restaurants) in the inhabitable poche of G are identified; from which we can select elements a, b, c, and d to form X. However, this analysis also revealed a lack of an urban bedroom to fulfill the requirement for in-between living.
With the missing in-between program identified, the objective is to design an urban bedroom and make in-between living feasible. To this end, several criteria are taken consideration, including compactness, affordability, and flexibility. Following these criteria, the urban bedroom is designed as a translucent inflatable mask attached to the existing facades, facing the urban room ( Figure 5 ). Each mask consists of four sleeping units, a toilet and a corridor for circulation ( Figure 6 ). The size of a mask is 10 x 10 x 6 feet plus a narrow corridor of 2 x 10 feet, with the depth depending on that of the existing apartment units.
When inflated, the urban sleeper is projected into the urban room (the in-between zone); when deflated it is flush with the existing facade (Figure 7 ). Hsieh 79
Now we can define
-v-v / To help visualize Definition 1.7, we can picture the set f' (U) as a "stack of pancakes, " each having the same size and shape as U, floating in the air above U; the map f squashes them all down onto U." (Figure 8 ) This also proves that f is covering map and UXi a covering space of X. as the discrete topology on X is generated by the collection of a, b, c, d, and e; it is sufficient to show that a, b, c, d, and e, are evenly covered by f. Lastly, since f ' (x) = U{xi} = {xi, x2,..., xn} has n elements, UXi is indeed an n-fold covering of X ( Figure 10 ;^^BT hus we've successfully "squashed" n dysfunctional housing units onto one new habitat for n cit>'-nomads. Hurray for inbetween 
